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TRAVEL GUIDE FOR THE
SOKOLAC MUNICIPALITY
There are few regions of the European continent that have such untouched nature in its full glow as these areas do. Beautiful and gentle hills and mountains, high
plains, clear mountain rivers and streams give hikers, hunters, fishermen, passers-by,
visitors– tourists not only great horizons and panoramic views of the large number of
other mountain ranges, but are themselves extraordinarily attractive, which, especially in the summer time, attracts people who live in the big cities crater.

Area
Population
Density
Relief
Climate

BASIC INFORMATION
700 km2
12.607
around 22,4 residents/km2
Municipality of mountainous area, altitude 800-1.300 m
continental, mountain
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

State

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Entity

Republic of Srpska

Municipality

Municipality of Sokolac

City

East Sarajevo
GEOGRAPHICAL DATA

Geographic coordinates
Time Zone
Zip code
Area code

43° 56’ 14” north longitude
18° 47’ 54” eastern longitude
Central European: UTC+1
OTHER DATA
71350
+387 (0) 57
LOGISTICAL CONNECTIONS

Distance from
airport(km)

Passenger
traffic
Passenger
and cargo
traffic

Tuzla – 93,9; Banja Luka - 253
Sarajevo – 51,4; Beograd (RS) -241;
Zagreb (RH) – 429; Split (RH) -315
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Distance from
river and sea
ports (km)

Distance from
major cities
in the country
and the region
(km)

River ports

Šamac (rijeka Sava) – 184 (04h08);
Brčko (rijeka Sava) – 165 (03h43)

Sea ports

Neum (BiH) – 247 (04h59); Ploče (RH) – 250 (04h47);
Split (RH) –305 (05h59); Rijeka (RH) – 585 (07h52);
Bar (CG) – 304 (06h22)

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Sarajevo – 42 (00h49); Banja Luka – 239 (04h06);
Bijeljina – 128 (02h55); Trebinje – 225,5 (03h53)

Serbia

Beograd – 283 (04h57); Novi Sad – 230
(05h08);Šabac -163 (04h08)

Montenegro

Podgorica – 253 (04h54); Budva – 310 (05h59); Tivat
– 298 (05h57);

Croatia

Zagreb – 427 (06h23);

Ljubljana (SLO) -565; Beč (AUS) – 747; Budimpešta
Distance from European cities (MAĐ) – 525; Bukurešt (RUM) – 841; Sofija (BUG) –
(km)
566; Minhen (NJEM) – 973; Rim (ITA) – 1.313: Pariz
(FRA) 1.815
Source: www.viamichelin.com

Position of the Municipality of Sokolac in Bosnia and Herzegovina
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TRACES OF HISTORY
If you ever visit Sokolac, a place that gladly welcomes guests, you will find traces
of diverse and rich cultural and historical heritage. There are churches that radiate
Holy Spirit of peace, more than seven centuries old ruins and the very area of the municipality of Sokolac has been inhabited for over 2000 years.
For us, history is what sets us greatly, and it is still part of our modern life.
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BARROWS AND HILL FORTS
Glasinac culture is the most distinctive group of Bronze and Iron Age, with a set
of local features, which spread in the eastern Bosnia and Herzegovina, southwestern
Serbia, northern areas of Montenegro and northern parts of Albania, where it developed
into Mati- culture.
Excavations at Glasinac discovered that an Illyrian tribe called Autariates lived in
this area for centuries and that it had a very advanced culture. The flourish of Autariates civilization was suddenly interrupted. The reason for them leaving Glasinac
will probably never be determined with certainty. It is possible that there was a great
natural disaster or the reason could be the Celts, a warlike people from Western Europe, who at that time flooded the Balkans, heading to Greece.
Due to the large number of hill forts and barrows it is known that at the era of Autariates Glasinac was densely populated. Autariates lived in houses made of brushwood and mud, and their settlements were surrounded by walls of stone and soil. There
are still many remains of these settlements on the hills of Glasinac field, and they are
called hill forts. People used to believe there was buried treasure under those rocks,
so they dug looking for it. One time a most peculiar thing happened. A ghost appeared
in front of the people who dug near the village Kusače. The ghost rose from the tumulus so that “his head touched the sky”. The diggers passed out, and once they woke
up the ghost was gone, but ever since then people were afraid of digging the barrows.
The barrows have various shapes and sizes, some of them are up to 20 meters in
diameter. Group graves are most commonly found in them. Only the rich deceased

Barrow above the houses of Bajagićs’
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ones were buried with weapons and personal items. Some of the graves contain skeletons, others urns only, while some tumuli contain only items.
The most famous tumulus in both its size and content was Arares barrow at Ćavarine. Judging from the remains that were found in it, it was the tomb of a noble lord,
since no previously searched tumulus was so richly filled with objects of bronze. Eastern part of it was full of tiny pieces of coal and ash, and crushed bones were half
devoured, which proves that the dead man was burned at the stake. They also found
an amazing Corinthian helmet made of bronze in this tumulus, like those worn by the
ancient Greek heroes. This helmet was crushed at its scalp under the weight of the
barrow, but the facial protection is very well preserved. The helmet was made around
the fifth century before Christ.
The objects found in the tumuli and hill forts are preserved as part of the permanent exhibition “Bosnia and Herzegovina in Ancient History” in the National museum
of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

GLASINAC CHARIOT
Austro- Hungarian lieutenant and amateur archaeologist Johan Lexa, during construction of the road Sarajevo –Rogatica –Višegrad, opened the first tumuli in Glasinac and it was in one of the tumuli in Bjelosavljevići, near the Rešetnica River, where
he found the famous Glasinac chariot made of bronze with water bird figurines from
the early Iron Age. The chariot was delivered to the museum in Vienna, where it is
still located.
Ritual purposes are attributed to the chariot of this type with figurines of water birds
and are usually associated with solar deity. By style and motif, they belong to the tradition of the previous late Bronze Age, when the water birds were the dominant symbol
of the Urnfield culture. The famous carts were probably made in the area of the Glasinac plateau, and certain details indicate the similarity to the chariots in the
Danube area and Carpathian Basin. Motif of water birds through figurines or
protons was frequent
since the beginning of the Iron Age; we can find
them on
objects of ritual purposes, ceramic and bronze pots,
decorative items and parts of costumes as
an important religious symbol. This famous chariot is a unique sample from the Glasinac
area due to the fact that this type of discovery was not found in more than
a thousand more tumuli that were
explored.
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STEĆCI
Stećci is the name for the medieval tombstones which are a unique spiritual, artistic and cultural phenomenon specific to Bosnia and Herzegovina and neighboring
countries. Complex art of stećci is reflected in the interpenetration of pagan and Christian motifs and phrases. Those are medieval tombstones decorated with rudimentary graphics, depictions of people and plant motifs and carved epitaphs with a very
interesting content.
Large numbers of medieval tombstones are located in Glasinac area. They are made
of stones and represent either recumbent or standing type stone monoliths. Most take the form of the gabled tombstone, the rest are mostly in the shape of “a stone” and
“wide panel”. Among them there is one “on šljeme” with especially fine scale, without
letters and patterns, but with a carved cross studded with a ring.
Part of a stone obelisk from Crkvina at Glasinac is built into the floor of the bell tower of
the Church of the Holy Prophet Elijah.

Necropolis in Luburić field
Necropolis in Luburić field, Sokolac municipality, is on the list of 30 medieval necropolises
that are declared a World Heritage by UNESCO in 2016.
Necropolis is a national monument of Bosnia
and Herzegovina. There are two necropolises
with tombstones located in the village Košutica, about 6 km away from Sokolac in the direc-
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tion of the northeast on the large area of the Luburić field. They are 150 m away from
each other. The first necropolis is at the site of Ploče and the other one is located at
Bare. The first necropolis- site Ploče has 51 tombstones, while the second necropolissite Bare has 83 tombstones. There is a square shaped indent that can be assumed to
be the place of a medieval object in the center of the tumulus of the first necropolis.

Necropolis Crkvina At Glasinac
The archaeologists found foundations of a medieval
church which was fresco-painted at the site Crkvine,
one of the most important medieval sites at Glasinac
near Sokolac. The church was made of tufa, stone
and covered with shingle. The wooden architecture
of the tombs was also preserved. The archaeologists found silver Dubrovnik coins and remains of
the former ethno costume. The first church was
built in the 14th century. During the 14th and 15th
century, a large necropolis of tombstones was
built around the church. Today more than 300
tombstones are visible, but during the 15th century their number was over 500. The number was
possibly even higher given that a certain number
of tombstones were detected below the surface
during the recent destruction of the site.
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There was the medieval customs within the church or in its immediate vicinity. The
customs occurs in written sources at the same time as the church at the end of the 30s
of the 15th century, when the people of Dubrovnik complained to Sandalj. During that
period, although deep in the Pavlovics’ land, the customs at Glasinac was under the
direction of the Duke Sandalj Hranić, and later on his nephew Duke Stefan Kosača.
The folk tradition connects the name of Glasinac with the existence of the medieval
church. In fact, in one of the Dubrovnik’s files it is stated that some trader from Dubrovnik wanted to transfer the goods to the “famous church”where the toll was charged. According to that interpretation the Glasinac plateau is named after that “famous
church” (in Serbian “crkva na glasu”).
The historic site- necropolis with stećci at the location Crkvina in Bjelosavljevići
was declared a national monument of Bosnia and Herzegovina by the Commission for
Preserving National Monuments.

WATER WELLS
Water wells are mostly ancient objects that today’s residents already found at Glasinac once they moved to this area. Building of those wells is attributed to the “Greeks”.
Many of them are covered with large rectangular stone slabs of limestone, with a hole
in the middle through which the vessel is lowered for pumping water. Such wells are
called “Under the panel” (in Serbian “Pod pločom”). The main function of the panel is
to protect animals and children from accidents that may occur in open wells, but also
to protect water in the well from pollution and direct sunlight.
Roman well in Kula
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CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL
HERITAGE
Cultural and historical association “Romanijska luča “(lit.Romanija’s light) was
founded in 1974. Now the association has nearly 300 members and participates in
many important festivals at home and abroad (Serbia, Germany, and Greece). Since its establishment until today, with a small break 1992-1998, their work is always
highly evaluated. The association held a traditional annual concert at the end of February or in early March.
Besides for the cultural and historical association “Romanijska luča”, preservation
and fostering of national traditions and customs, authenticity and originality are the
main priorities for the cultural and historical association “Zavičaj”, association of guslars “Romanija”, Association of women “Sokolica” and Association of citizens “Aurora”.

11
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SACRAL TOWN
There are a large number of temples in the area of Sokolac, and few of them are built
on the foundations of temples from the 14th century, which tells us about the history
and culture of people who inhabit this area.

Church of St. Elijah in Sokolac
(Romanijska Lazarica)
The church was built from 1876 to 1882. The church
was bombed by German planes in April 1941. On that
occasion, the fire has destroyed the frescoes and
iconostasis of the church inventory. The communist
authorities turned the church into grain storage from
1946 to 1949. The church and parish house were
renovated in 1967. Metropolitan Nikolaj temporarily
moved the seat of the Metropolitanate to Sokolac and
thus the Church of St. Elijah became a cathedral church.
The Church of St. Elijah was named Romanijska Lazarica
due to the decision of the Metropolitan Nikolaj.

Church of the Saint Equal-to-theApostles Emperor Constantine and the
Empress Saint Helen in Knežina

Church of St. Elijah in Sokolac
(Romanijska Lazarica)

Knežina Monastery is located in the village Knežina, 11 km away from Sokolac.
The monastery is dedicated to the Mother of God, while the monastery church bears
the name of the Saint Equal-tothe-Apostles Emperor Constantine
Knežina Monastery
and the Empress Saint Helen. It
was built in 1962 at the same place
where a church made of wood used
to be. The former monastery was
built in the 14th century (1371) at the
Knežina well. The constructor of the
monastery was Andrijaš, brother of
Prince Marko. The monastery was
destroyed by the Ottomans. Andrijaš
built ten churches in this area back
then; one of them was eventually
converted into Sultan Selim Mosque.
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Monastery Sokolica

Monastery Sokolica at Ravna Romanija
This monastery is located at Ravna Romanija. His Eminence Metropolitan of DabarBosnia Mr. Nikolaj blessed the idea of having the names of the fallen local soldiers
written on the walls instead of painting them with frescoes. So far, over 4000 names
have been written down. The temple was consecrated on 11th August 2002, and three
years later the church was declared a monastery and was named Sokolica.

Memorial church of Saint Petka in the military cemetery in Sokolac
Memorial church of
Saint Petka in the
military cemetery in
Sokolac
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Memorial church, dedicated to the
Saint Paraskeva of the Balkans (better
known as Saint Petka in the Serbian
people), is located within the complex
of the military cemetery “Mali Zejtinlik” in Sokolac. More than 1000
soldiers of Serbian army are buried
in this cemetery. The construction of
this church was blessed by the Metropolitan of Dabro-Bosnia Nikolaj who
consecrated its foundations.

Monastery of the Holy Trinity

Monastery of the Holy Trinity in Ozerkovići
The monastery is located on the border of the municipalities of Sokolac, Pale and
Rogatica. The foundations were consecrated in 2002 and the church was completed
and consecrated in 2005. Every last Sunday of October the icon of the Holy Virgin of
Jerusalem is being celebrated. The icon can be
found in this monastery and it represents a great
blessing of God for this holy place. Traditional
assembly of pilgrims, people who worshiped the
holy shrines in Jerusalem, is also held on this day.
Only a few hundred meters from the
monastery, there is a monument of Jovo Mijatović,
famous Romanija’s herbalist. Being an expert for
medical plants and diseased, he spent most of
the time in the army working as a hospitaller and
veterinarian. He was known for making balm for
fast healing of wounds in the Austro-Hungarian
army. His skills were well known outside the
borders of the former Yugoslavia. He cured
and healed the famous American actress Susan
Swan and American president Ford and many
celebrities. When he was eighty, he allowed the
printing and publishing his recipes, in order for
them to be of service to those who need help of
folk medicine. Aligned with nature and healthy
life he lived for over 100 years and went into
legend. In 1964 a documentary film was recorded
about Jovo Mijatović.
Monument Jovu Mijatoviću15

Church of Saint George

Church of Saint
George in Sokolovići
The Church of St. George
in Sokolovići, under the
mountain Devetak, was built in
1982-1983. It was consecrated
by the Metropolitan Vladislav
in 1984, in the presence of
more than 15 000 believers.

Church of Saint Basil of Ostrog in Kaljina
The Church of St. Basil of Ostrog is located in village Kaljina, near Sokolac. The
foundations of the church were consecrated in 26th April 2009.

Church of All Saints in Obrtići
The construction of the temple started in 2010 and finished in 2012 in Obrtići. The
church was consecrated by his Eminence the Metropolitan of Dabro-Bosnia Mr. Nikolaj.

Church of All Saints
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Church of the Holy Fathers of the First Ecumenical Council
The Church of the Holy Fathers of the First Ecumenical Council was built in 2014
in the village Ćavarine, 6 km away from Sokolac. There is a memorial fountain within
the church, dedicated to the fallen local soldiers in the Second World War and in the
last patriotic war.

Church of Decollation of St. John the Baptist
The church is located in the village Jasik, about 14 km away from Sokolac. The
church was built and consecrated in 2017.

Selim mosque in Knežina
Selim Mosque in is located in the
village Knežina, 12 km away from
Sokolac. It was built either in the reign
of Selim II (1566-1774) or during the
reign of Selim I (1512-1520). Above
the entrance to the mosque,there is
an inscription written in ordinary
ink in red color and the inscription
says that the mosque was built by
Gazi Selim-han in 955 AH (1548).
The mosque was restored in 1322
AH (1906). This mosque is one of the
most significant domed mosques of
Ottoman architecture in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The object was declared
a monument under state protection
in 1951.

Selim mosque
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MONUMENTS
Serbian soldiers’ monument is located near the building of the Sokolac Municipality. The monument is at the same time a central memorial to Serbian soldiers who
died in Patriotic war on battlefields near Sarajevo. Names of 1170 soldiers are written
on this monument. A central square was built within this park. The total area is 700
square meters.

Serbian soldiers’ monument

Memorial ossuary of Romanija soldiers was built in 1978. There are 969 names
of partisan soldiers who died in the area of Sokolac municipality in the World War II
written on it. Busts of ten national heroes of this region are set up in the homonymous park: (Pero Kosorić, Milan Šarac, Gruja Novaković, Marko Ećimović, Danilo Đokić,
Milanko Vitomir, Mihajlo Bjelaković, Slaviša Vajner Čiča, Pavle Goranin).
Thessalonica soldiers’ monument was built at the end of 2008on the street of
Tsar Lazar. The monument is dedicated to Serbian volunteers who participated in
wars for the defense of Serbia from 1912 till 1918. The monument was built after the
Serbian warrior monument that is set in front of the church Ružica in Kalemegdan.
Names of 360 volunteers from the Sokolac area are written on it.
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Thessalonica soldiers’ monument

Memorial room is located at the street
of Tsar Lazar. Photos and personal belongings of 630 fallen soldiers of the Patriotic war
are exposed in it.
Memorial Fountain dedicated to the
fallen and missing soldiers of the Army of
Republic of Srpska and Sokolac municipality is located near the Church of the Holy
Prophet Elijah. It was built in 2011 and contains names of 88 Serbian soldiers.
Memorial ossuary in Podromanija consists of two parts. Names of thirteen soldiers
of the First Battalion of Montenegro Proletarian Brigade are written on one part, including Radovan Petrović, national hero who
died in battle against German units in the village Bijele Vode in 1942. The second part is a
common ossuary of Serbs, Jews and Muslims
from Sokolac, Rogatica and surrounding villages, who were victims of fascist terror and
executed in February 1942. This memorial
was built in 1952 and renovated in July 1973.

Memorial ossuary of Romanija soldiers
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Monument to Olga Dedijer

Monument to Olga Dedijer was built in honor of Doctor Olga Dedijer, the head of
surgical team of the Second Proletarian Brigade who died after being wounded in the
Battle of Sutjeska. She was buried in Dikalji in 1943; the monument was built in 1945.
The concrete figure weighing about two tones stands the test of time.
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RIVERS AND SPRINGS
The municipality of Sokolac is not
one of the rich areas of water, except for
part of the municipality with the largest
number of springs and rivers. The total
length of rivers is 87 km and they belong
to the Black Sea basin.
Bioštica River
Bioštica River, with its tributaries
Kruševica, Dobrača and Razmjena, and
Kaljina River and its tributaries Čerešnica, Girski potok, Sirovinski potok and Blatnica,
flow into Krivaja, at the area of Olovo municipality.
Bereg Wellspring is located in the village Bereg in the eastern part of the municipality and it flows into Rakitnica River that rises in the area of Sokolac municipality
too. Two underground rivers are active during the year: Leava (8km), which rises in
the village Mičivode and plunges in Luburić polj, and Rešetnica (9km), which is formed from a number of sources around Sokolac and plunges in Glasinac field to appear
as Govještica in Banj Stijena, the area of Rogatica municipality. In addition to aforementioned sources of rivers and streams, a number of smaller sources is active in the
area of municipality: Sokolac, Humke and Mijatović’ wellspring near Sokolac, Geruša
in Žljebovi, Banduša in Bandin Odzak, and a number of sources in the local communities Knežina, Kaljina and Sokolovići.
Water from all sources is cool, clean and drinkable. Near the Bioštica spring in
Knežina, there are two thermal sources- “Toplik” and “Ilidza”, with a constant yearly
temperature of 20 Celsius degrees which, with the natural beauty of the sites, gives
the possibility of organized tourism.

Bioštica River

Source of Knežak
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PICNIC SITES
Located in the naturally clean atmosphere, where the air is extremely beneficial,
Sokolac represents the air spa as a real ecological oasis. Encountering various air
climates, high annual insolation, lack of aero-contamination, as well as a large
concentration of ions and ozone in the air are the characteristics of climate in Romanija
region. Staying in the air spa is, as many like to say “rebirth of spirit and body”.

Buk-Kaljina

Buk–Kaljina

Before it joins somewhat stronger
Bioštica, Kaljina River performs a small
miracle. Waterfall power eroded and
expanded the pool, which is up to 10 m
deep in places, thus creating a strange
bathing spot. Grassy plateau stretches
from waterfalls to Gradina, sheltered
from the winds by wooded and rocky
cliffs. This is the ideal place for hikers,
sport and recreation. This is one of the
most popular places for young people
during summer. Water of Kalina River is
suitable for swimming and other water
sports at this place.

Brezjak
Brezjak is a picnic site near Sokolac.
This area is covered with deciduous
forest where you can find all kinds of
mushrooms and berries, whichmakes it
attractive for nature lovers and hikers.
Asphalt road leads to Brezjak.

Forest park Taline

Brezjak
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In the early seventies of the last
century slight mount Taline, which
rests on the asphalt road that leads from
Sokolac to Han Pijesak, was under the
action of forestation(seedlings of pine
and fir).

Forest park Taline

Today it is a very attractive place filled with beautiful specimens of coniferous wood.
There is also a trim trail 1640 m long at Taline, which is not too strenuous, not even
for older nature lovers. It only takes a ten-minute walk from the town center to be in
this beautiful wooded area, which is rarely found in other places.

Mlađ
Mount Mlađ, which is located on the road Ćavarine- Parževići, gathers early birds
on May Day reveille. This hill offers a great view of Glasinac plateau and the town of
Sokolac.

Source and bank of Bioštica River
Sokolac people chose wellhead
Bioštica in Maluš with a lot of shade and
greenery as a place to rest. They spend
their vacation days along its bank.

Bioštica River

Source of Rakitnica River
Rakitnica springs in the eastern part
of the municipality. Its bank is a gathering
place for hikers.
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CAVES
Sokolac municipality area is, due to its
natural geographical location, rich in caves,
many of which are still unexplored. Each
of them has its own distinctive look, special
forms and landscapes; each possesses what
makes it different from other geomorphologic forms.

Girska cave

Pod Lipom Cave

Girska Cave belongs to the natural resources of great importance and is protected as a natural monument. It is located on
the northeastern slopes of Ozren Mountain,
the village of Donje Gire, 27 km from Sokolac.
The cave consists of a main canal and a few
smaller ones which are richly filled with cave
ornaments. According to the previous research, there were signs of a mysterious (possibly
Arabic) script on the rock of the cave entrance, but it cannot be seen anymore because the
rocks are almost completely covered by moss. There is a constant underground stream
flowing all along the main cave channel.
Cave jewelry is extremely well preserved
due to the inaccessibility of the remote parts
of the cave. According to the quality and richness of cave ornaments Girska cave is one of
the most beautiful and valuable caves in the
Republic of Srpska.

Pod Lipom Cave in Kadića brdo
Remains of Neanderthal man, 40 000 years old, were found at the site Pod lipom, 12
km away from Sokolac, in the village called
Kadića brdo. This is one of the locations in
Bosnia where the oldest art was found, which
brought Bosnia among the countries of South
Eastern Europe that have Paleolithic art.
24

Paleolithic drawings dimensions 100 x 70 cm which are, according to research
results, among the oldest in Republic of Srpska, are placed on the horizontal rock of
the opening notches.
Paleolithic habitat Pod lipom Cave was discovered in 1987 during archaeological
excavations at Gradina in Kadića brdo village. On one of the rock notches on the horizontal rock an engraved drawing was discovered. The local people believed that the
drawing originated from the period of the knights, who used to sharpen their swords
before fights on this rock. The systematic exploration of the site continued in 1991; the
result was archaeological material- rock tools, artifacts dating back from the lower,
middle and upper Paleolithic era. Research shows that prehistoric man inhabited this
area for a long time and left behind a diverse and interesting material culture. Recent research of the cave was carried out in 2015. The cave is protected as a nature
monument.

Megara
Megara (a common name for caves in the area of Sarajevo) is a cave on the western
edge of the Glasinac field in which Rešetnica River enters. The entrance to the cave,
12 m wide and 6 m high, is situated about 890 m of altitude near the village Pavičići
at Glasinac field.
It is assumed that surface waters of Rešetnica River that plunge here reappear in
Govještica, cave located on the left side of the Prača River. The total length of the
underground channel is 235 meters.
In 1930 a chasm appeared in the river bed of Rešetnica, so the river began to enter
2 km before the cave. According to the story of the locals, Megara is dry in summer
and in times of prolonged drought, so that the spacious porch can be entered through
the wider opening, and then through a narrow gorge into a large room where there
are flowstone pillars and beautiful stalactites.

Great Cave at Bioštica
River wellspring
Bioštica River emerges from one of three
cave holes under the Devetak Mountain. The infrastructure facilities for water supply of Sokolac population are built next to the wellspring.
Water of Bioštica River appears from
one of two larger cave holes, which form the
wellspring zone. There is a walking track leading to it. During low water level it is possible
to enter the cave, a distance of about 15 m, after which there is a lake.

Great Cave at Bioštica River wellspring
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Not far from this, at a slightly higher altitude, there is a larger cave opening. Cave
channel, between three and four meters high, splits after twenty meters into several
smaller ones which are still inaccessible. This channel is dry and it is assumed that
Bioštica rose there in an earlier period. Cave jewelry can be seen in the cave, as well
as cave flora and fauna (insects and bats).
Great Cave is not sufficiently investigated nor tourist valorized.

Novakova Cave
It is situated on the steep cliffs Romanija, at an altitude of 1515 m. Careve vode (lit.
Emperor’s Waters), the most famous spring in the vast area of Romanija, is located
below Novakova cave. Constantinople road led alongside the spring. This road used
to be one of the most important roads of the Turkish Empire in Bosnia.
Speleomorphologically, the cave consists of horizontal and vertical channels (chimneys) that connect the cave to Romanija plateau. Iron door is installed at the transition area from the first to the second part of the cave.
It is named after a national hero Starina Novak. Starina Novak was a historical figure
in the second half of the 16th century, originating from Smederevo. He became a hajduk
because of the depredation of Prokleta Jerina (lit. Jerina the Cursed). Marked hiking
trail leads to the cave. The trail leads first to the Novak’s spring, a great mountain riverbed. They say that washing your face in this river-bed makes you five years younger.
The road to the cave is marked and reinforced with cables, since it is quite steep and
difficult to cross. The other marked trail, which is much easier to cross and come up
to Novakova Cave, leads from the Crvene stijene (lit. Red Rocks), across the upper
part of Romanija.
Novakova Cave
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ACTIVE VACATION- ZONE OF
SPORT AND RECREATION
Sport in the Sokolac area has a long tradition. The beginnings are related to the
thirties of the last century with more or less success. Today it has grown into a stable
and numerous sports family consisting of
fifteen sports organizations.
Modern tartan track was built at the city
stadium “Bara” which allows the organization of all forms of athletic events, including
an international athletic competition. Built sports grounds and facilities, including
two sports halls, trim trail and surrounding
grounds (Brezjak, Ravna Romanija, Taline)
at a reasonable altitude, provide excellent
conditions for organizing basic training for
most sports. Sokolac has already become
an important place in which preparatory
camps for young athletes are being held
(athletes and football players) which creates the possibility of faster development
of sports tourism. It also should be stated
that there are almost ideal conditions for
the development of snow sports (Ravna Romanija, Puhovac, terrains in the area of the
municipality), especially in the Nordic disciplines. A powerful impetus to the development of sport gives a newly built sports
hall and sports facilities (volleyball, basketball, handball, futsal). Sokolac hosted the
inter-municipal Youth Sports Games (MOSI) in July 2011.Within the Sports and Recreation Center “Glasinac” functions sports complex stadium “Bara”, courts in urban
areas and a sports hall where the headquarters of this public institution is.
Info:
Public Institution Sports and Recreation Center “Glasinac”
https://www.instagram.com/src_glasinac_
Address: Omladinska bb, Sokolac
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 444-130
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Tennis
Numerous possibilities for sport and
recreation are given to lovers of active holidays. In addition to the courts of
football, basketball, volleyball, handball,
athletics, just a few kilometers from the
town center, there are two tennis courts,
one with a hard surface and the other with
clay. Tennis club “Service Winner” offers
the possibility to rent tennis courts for all
ages. They also provide service of sparring
partner in tennis.
Info:
Tennis club “Service Winner”
https://www.facebook.com/TenisVidrici/
Address: Vidrići bb, Sokolac
Mob: +387 (0) 65 588 748

ADRENALINE
If you are among the ones that imagine their holiday break as only active, adrenaline sports will recharge your batteries. The natural environment of hilly terrain will
satisfy the doze of adrenaline for anyone who wants to try out the activities of which
the blood works faster in the vessels.

Enduro increasingly popular adventure sport in
BiH: Motorbikes, nature and enjoyment
Enduro sport is growing rapidly worldwide which is also reflected on us and our
environment. Enduro is the discipline that examines the endurance of the driver
and engine on the hills and mountains. It
attracts a growing number of fans of motor sports. Endure is dangerous, like any
other adventure sport, but not as much as
driving a motorbike on the road, where safety depends on other participants. Terra-
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ins are demanding and dangerous. This sport is enjoyable when you are experienced,
cautious and have good quality equipment.
Exciting endure ride on Romanija Mountain includes driving on macadam and forest roads, pastures and vast mountain areas that require basic and advanced driving
skills. Nature lovers will enjoy the breaks along the way for sightseeing and photographing on many viewpoints.
Endure club “Romanija” is registered in the municipality of Sokolac in 2014. The
club was founded by a group of citizens, motor sport, adrenaline sports and nature
lovers. In 2017, enduro club “Romanija” organized the first endure race on our beauty
Romanija, which has an immense capacity for enduro sport.
Info:
Enduro club “Romanija”
http://www.ekromanija.com
Address: Gruje Novakovića bb, Sokolac
Telephone: +387 (0) 65 241 791,
+387 (0) 65 616 902, +387 (0) 65 860 897

ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLE
Quads or all-terrain vehicles are designed for
navigating the rough terrain. They are very suitable for overcoming smaller natural obstacles. You
can drive and visit all areas of natural value such
as springs, caves, remains of old buildings, tombstones, valleys and canyons and everything else
that you are not able to visit in one day by walking.
Driving eco-motor quads in summer provides all
participants unlimited opportunity to enjoy the
natural beauty that abounds in the territory of
the municipality of Sokolac.

HANG GLIDING
What is better than hang gliding? Hang glider is a
very pleasant means of transport in summer months.
Panoramic flights and sightseeing from the hang glider are easily photographed and videotaped. This
experience can be enjoyed in Sokolac, and all you
have to do is contact the flying club “Soko” Sokolac.
Information and reservations:
Aero-club “Soko” (facebook) - run-up area Glasinac
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“Soko” (Facebook) – Letilište Glasinac
Address: Rogatički put 10, Sokolac
Telephone: +387 (0) 65 229 – 922

Mountain biking
Mountain biking is relatively young, extreme sport that appeared in its true form
for the first time in the 70s of the last century in the United States. It started as a hobby of a group of enthusiasts who wanted to experience more adrenaline. They were
seeking for the excitement in sliding down the slope. Mountain biking is an activity
that attracts more and more enthusiasts and nature-lovers. Territory of the Sokolac
municipality is ideal for dealing with this type of sport, where besides the ride through natural beauties of the area, terrains offer a large dose of adrenaline for those
who want faster action.

Climbing on Romanija Mountain
Since the first alpine ascent on Romanija in 1920 until today, sharp cliffs of the legendary mountains have become a sort of training ground for both alpinist beginners
and those who want a real climbing challenge.
High-qualified, certified instructors in courses organized by Mountaineering-ecological club “Romanija”; in cooperation with the Mountaineering Association of Republic of Srpska will enable you to enjoy the unusual alpinist’s adrenaline rushes.
Mountain lodge “Stajna” is located at the foot of the Romanija rocks. “Stajna” is a
place where you can relax by the campfire, refresh with lots of local food and drinks
and get ready for new adventures.
Info:
Mountaineering-ecological club “Romanija”
https://www.facebook.com/pedromanijapale
Address: Starina Novaka 25, Pale

Hiking on Romanija Mountain
One might think that this kind of sports and recreation does not fall in line of
adventures, but Romanija’s tracks will prove you wrong once you cross them on foot.
The configuration of terrain, which at times,
“transforms” hiking into mountain climbing,
demands good physical preparation, and a
little courage.
Dozens of kilometers of visible and properly marked trails are a real lure for nature
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lovers. Your adrenalin will also be boosted by visiting some of many caves in the area
of Glasinac.
Mountaineering association “Glasinac” has operated as a sport, self-contained and
social organization since 2009.Hosts i.e. guides from the Mountaineering club “Glasinac” will recommend a holiday at a mountain hut “Crvene stijene” (Red Cliffs). The
atmosphere will be complete with a glass of domestic drink and bite of food that is made in a traditional way, with an overnight stay in absolute mountain peace and quiet.
It is a right way and a chance to fully “recharge your batteries”!
Info:
Mountaineering club “Glasinac” Sokolac:
http://www.pd-glasinac.com, https://www.facebook.com/pd.glasinac.sokolac
Address:Omladinska bb, Sokolac
Telephone:+387 (0) 65 727 548; +387 (0) 65 890-589

Fishing
The municipality of Sokolac, especially its northern-east part, is rich in mountain
springs of clear, clean rivers and streams. Thermal springs, for which the possibility
of developing tourism and other economic activities is related, are of special value.
According to the Association of sports fishermen “Bioštica”, there is a solid fish
stock in 87 km of watercourses- rivers and streams in the municipality area; 46 km of
which are the main fishing waters: Bioštica with tributaries (Kruševica, Dobrača and
Rakitnica), Kaljina with tributaries (Čerešnica, Girski potok, Sirovinski potok, Blatnica) and Bereg in the border area to the municipality of Rogatica.
Rivers of Romanija are famous among lovers of sports fishing for its abundance
of capital items- brook char, Danube salmon, chub, grayling, European bullhead, and
crayfish. The overall atmosphere of life in the rivers and its banks used to fulfill the
work of more than fifty mills, out of which 5 to 6 resisted the ravages of time and are
a frequent target of numerous visitors. Association of sport fishing “Bioštica” Sokolac opened two trails for sports fishing: one is 3 km long, used for fly-fishing, and leads from Knežina to the wellspring, and the other is 2 km long, used for spin and flyfishing and located in Žunovi. Both trails are
marked with special signs and well protected
by Fish Guard Service.
Information and reservations:
Association of sports fishermen “Bioštica”
(facebook)
Contact telephone of fish guard service:
+387 (0) 65 385-051; +387 (0) 65 994-435:
+387 (0) 65 823-384
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Hunting
Thickets and woods are formed next to river and they are suitable places for life
and reproduction of many animal species: waterfowl, rabbits, foxes and wild boars; in
high and mixed forests there are wolves, brown bears, deer, wild cats, martens… Animal world is completed by a certain number of birds (eagles, hawks, owls).
The local Forestry management “Romanija” Sokolac manages two hunting grounds:
Special hunting ground “Romanija” with an area of 12 799 hectares and Commercial
hunting ground “Sokolac” on the surface of 17 509 hectares. Hunting-technical and
hunting-breeding facilities (hunting lodges, feeding, high open and closed comfortable hunting stands) are built in these hunting grounds.
The most attractive hunting on these grounds is hunting for a wolf and bears from
a high closed comfortable lookout towers. Hunters and lovers of nature and hunt are
given the opportunity to shoot up, photo hunt and observe wildlife and natural beauty.
Forestry management “Romanija” Sokolac allows the booking of hunting small and
large game that these hunting grounds have at full capacity. They are also able to organize hunting for a wolf and bear from a high hunting stand, drive hunting for wild
boar and hunting with hounds for a small game.
Capital trophies of a bear, chamois, deer, wild boar, wolf and large number of grouses from these hunting grounds adorn the hunting collections around the world. This
treasure has been entrusted to Forestry management “Romanija” Sokolac for safekeeping, and to hunting enthusiasts for enjoying.
In addition to aforementioned game hunting there is a possibility of observing and
recording wildlife and landscapes in hunting areas, all at affordable prices and professional attitude of the host.
Information and reservations:
Forest Management „Romanija“Sokolac- work unit “Lovstvo“(lit. Hunting)
http://www.romanijalov.com
Telephone: +387 57 448-529
Address: Romanijska 1/3, Sokolac
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TRADITIONAL,
CULTURAL AND
SPORTING EVENTS
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

“Saint Sava ceremony” – January
Memorial in Cross-country Skiing
“Dragan Renovica and Svjetlana
Komlenović” – January/February
Annual concert of the artistic association “Romanijska luča” – February/March
“Romanijo, goro od junaka” –revue
of guslars and epic poetry – February/March
Štraparijada at Ravna Romanija –
April/May
“Đurđevdanski uranak” –May
Memorial tournament “Srđan Tomić and Vladica Babović” – June
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Assembly of Serbian authentic singing – June
“Vidovdan Festival” Sokolac – June/
July
Day of Mowing “Romanija” Brezjak
– July
“EnduRomanija” – July
“Ilindan Sport Fest” –July/August
Moto-meetings– July/August
“Tebi goro Romanijo” Ravna Romanija –August
“Gospojinske večeri kulture” – August
Ilindan- celebration of The Day and
Patron of the Sokolac Municipality –
August
Athletics meeting– August
“Week dedicated to children” –October/November
“Saint Nicholas ceremony” –December

WHERE TO STAY
Tavern “Kum”
Widely known ethnic restaurant “Kum” is located on the main road Sarajevo-Beograd, at a distance of 1km from the town
center of Sokolac and 42 kilometers away from the capital of
Bosnia and Herzegovina. Interior of the tavern “Kum” is fully
inspired by details from Sarajevo and Romanija region. Accordingly, the menu itself has been adjusted to the same style. You
have the opportunity to taste the most delicious and well known
dishes from our region in this restaurant.
Parking, WI-FI, conference room with a projector for presentations, seminars and other business meetings are included.
Ethno tavern Kum also offers accommodation
in ethno houses. They are currently in possession of three ethno houses; the total capacity of all
units is 18 beds. Ethno houses are equipped with
modern bathrooms, beds, accompanying furniture, LCD TV’s with Total TV channels, free parking
and WI-FI internet access.
Less than 1 km distance are tennis courts that
can be used with an extra charge. There is also a
park Taline, which is completely surrounded by
trees, and it is an ideal place for relaxation.

Tavern “Ognjište”
The unique catering facility, furnished
in ethnic style and fully dedicated to the
cultivation of folk tradition, is located 5
km from Sokolac in the village Bjelosavljevići, on the main road to Rogatica.
The offer includes traditional dishes:
roasted lamb on a spit, roasted veil under the bell, cornmeal with yoghurt, sour
cream, cheese and other dishes to order.
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Traditional national healthy food was given by nature and enriched by a man, and
tavern “Ognjište” preserves and serves it with pleasure.
Tavern “Ognjište” has also accommodation in its offer.

Boarding house and
restaurant “Mirni kutak”
Hospitality facility “Mirni kutak “ is a
famous cafe. This is a place where the tired get some rest, the hungry are fed; friendships are made and kept and ordinary
moments become events to remember.
Simply put, it is a place of good humor.
Capacity of boarding house is 24 beds.

Restaurant and boarding
house “Frenč”
Restaurant and boarding house
“Frenč” operates for many years. Known
for its good atmosphere and traditional local kitchen, in addition it offers
accommodation services. Capacity of the
boarding house is 11 beds.

Hotel „Zlatni bor“
Four-star hotel that will meet all the
hospitality needs is currently under construction. Hotel opening is planned for the
beginning of July 2019. The most important facilities of the hotel will be a restaurant, swimming pool, spa package, hot
tub, two fixed saunas, salt room and gym.
It is expected that the hotel will have an
accommodation capacity of forty beds.
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SERVICE INFORMATION
Telecom operator - M: tel Sokolac
Address: Gruje Novakovića bb
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 400 010(1185)
Police Station
Address: Milana Šarca
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 400 900 (122)
Medical Center
Address: Glasinačka 15
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 448 440 (124)
Fire Department Sokolac
Address: Gruja Novakovica bb
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 448 359 (123)

Café pizzeria “Victoria 1”

Bus Station Sokolac
Address: Cara Lazara bb
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 448 270
Automobile Association
Address: Jove Jankovića bb
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 448 755
Post Office
Address: Cara Lazara bb
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 448 092
Sokolac Municipality
Address: Glasinačka 13
Telephone: +387(0) 57 448 712
+387(0) 57 448 713
Fax: +387 (0) 57 448 056

Café pizzeria “Victoria 2”

Tourism Organization Sokolac
Address: Glasinačka 13
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 444 822
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Cultural Institution
Address: Cara Lazara bb
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 448 407
Basic Court in Sokolac
Address: Cara Lazara b.b.
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 448 113

HOTELS
Hotel “Zlatni bor”
Address: Gruje Novakovića bb

Inn“Mat Pan”

BOARDING HOUSES
Restaurant and boarding house “Frenč”
Address: Gruje Novakovica bb
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 448 066
Mobile phone: +387 (0) 65 374 540
Boarding house and restaurant “Mirni kutak”
Address: Cara Lazara 29
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 448 081
Mobile phone: +387 (0) 66 005 732
Ethno house “KUM”
Address: Highway M-19 on the route Sarajevo – Beograd
Mobile: +387 (0) 65 758 478
E-mail: kumsokolac@gmail.com
Web: www.konobakum.com

RESTAURANTS
Tavern “Ognjište”
Address: Bjelosavljevići – the main road to Rogatica
Telephone: + 387 (0) 57 444 887
Mobile phone: +387 (0) 65 513 766
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Tavern “Kum”
Address: Highway M-19 on the route Sarajevo – Beograd
Mobile: +387 (0) 65 758 478
E-mail: kumsokolac@gmail.com
Web: www.konobakum.com

Ethno house “KUM”

Ethno restaurant “Romanija”
Address: Ravna Romanija bb
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 434 831
Mobile phone: +387 (0) 66 772 676
Restaurant “Peđa“
Address: Ravna Romanija bb
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 432 841
Mobile phone: +387 (0) 65 586 872
Restaurant „Romanijski raj“
Address: Ravna Romanija bb
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 485160
Restaurant “Kajmo”
Address: Vidrići, Highway M-19 on the route
Sarajevo – Beograd
Mobile phone: +387 (0) 65 630 953

Ethno restaurant “Romanija”

Café pizzeria “Victoria”
Address: Gruje Novakovica 11
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 448 017
Café pizzeria “Victoria 2“
Address: Cara Lazara 55
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 401 111
Inn “Mat Pan”
Address: Cara Lazara bb
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 444 252
Café cake shop “Lazarella”
Address: Cara Lazara bb
Telephone: +387 (0) 57 447 679

Café cake shop “Lazarella”
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Tourism organization“Sokolac“
Glasinačka 13
71350 Sokolac, Republic of Srpska
Tel.:+ 387 (0) 444 822
E-mail: tosokolac@gmail.com
https://www.sokolacturizam.net
https://www.facebook.com/sokolacturizam

